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"Flying off Course is the indispensable book for anyone who wants to learn about the reality of running a modern airline. It factually explains the good, the bad and the ugly of this most challenging and volatile industries globally. Flying Off Course is the definitive text on modern airlines... and I personally recommend it to anyone new to the industry as it is authoritative, easy to read and importantly reflects the real world of airline business. It is money well spent and many airline executives would save millions by reading it."

Peter Bellew, Chief Operating Officer, Ryanair

If you are an aviation industry insider, a student of aviation or of business or just a traveller this is your guide. In easy to read prose and peppered with real examples this book will take you through the highs and lows of the airline world throwing light on the reasons and background for success or failure. As a former airline chief executive as well an aviation economist, the author provides both an insider's understanding and an academic's rigorous analysis of this fast-moving dynamic industry.

This enlarged and updated edition has much new material including the latest on airline alliances, on long-haul low-cost economics, on new pricing strategies and on ancillary revenues.
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